Self-reported concussion history: impact of providing a definition of concussion
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Background: In recent years, the understanding of concussion has evolved in the research and medical communities to include more subtle and transient symptoms. The accepted definition of concussion in these communities has reflected this change. However, it is unclear whether this shift is also reflected in the understanding of the athletic community.

What is known about the subject: Self-reported concussion history is an inaccurate assessment of someone’s lifetime exposure to concussive brain trauma. However, unfortunately, in many cases it is the only available tool.

Hypothesis/purpose: We hypothesize that athletes’ self-reported concussion histories will be significantly greater after reading them the current definition of concussion, relative to the reporting when no definition was provided. An increase from baseline to post-definition response will suggest that athletes are unaware of the currently accepted medical definition.

Study design: Cross-sectional study of 472 current and former athletes.

Methods: Investigators conducted structured telephone interviews with current and former athletes between January 2010 and January 2013, asking participants to report how many concussions they had received in their lives. Interviewers then read participants a current definition of concussion, and asked them to re-estimate based on that definition.

Results: The two estimates were significantly different (Wilcoxon signed rank test: z=15.636, P<0.001). Comparison of the baseline and post-definition medians (7 and 15, respectively) indicated that the post-definition estimate was approximately twice the baseline. Follow-up analyses indicated that this effect was consistent across all levels of competition examined and across type of sport (contact versus non-contact).

Conclusion: Our results indicate that athletes’ current understandings of concussions are not consistent with a currently accepted medical definition. We strongly recommend that clinicians and researchers preface requests for self-reported concussion history with a definition. In addition, it is extremely important that researchers report the definition they used in published manuscripts of their work.

What this study adds to existing knowledge: Our study shows that unprompted reporting of concussion history produces results that are significantly different from those provided after a definition has been given, suggesting one possible mechanism to improve the reliability of self-reported concussion history across multiple individuals.
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Introduction

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention estimate that between 1.6 and 3.8 million sports-related concussive injuries occur annually in the United States.1,2

These types of injuries have been implicated in a variety of long-term neurological...
consequences, including potential long-term behavioral changes,3 Post-Concussion Syndrome,4 Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy,5–7 and Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy with Motor Neuron Disease.6,8 The medical community has revised the definition of concussion several times over the last few decades to better categorize injuries that contribute to these various sequelae. It is unclear, however, whether these changes have been understood by the athletic community. Our investigation seeks to evaluate whether a “disconnect” exists between athletes’ understanding of concussion and a current definition accepted by the medical and scientific community.

Early definitions of concussions characterized them as injuries with relatively severe and long-lasting symptoms. In 1965, the Ad Hoc Committee to Study Head Injury Nomenclature suggested a graded system centered around loss of consciousness less than or greater than 5 minutes.9 Cantu later revised that system to incorporate post-traumatic amnesia as an indicator of concussion,10 which was further revised by Kelly et al11 to include general confusion as a potential symptom. In 2008, the Third International Conference on Concussion in Sport expanded the definition of concussion to include a wide range of potential indicators, including headaches, visual disturbances, nausea, dizziness, sleep disturbances, and memory problems.12 In addition, members of the conference stressed that an even relatively brief presentation of any single symptom could be indicative of a concussion.12 Definitions based on this framework have appeared several times in the recent literature.13–15

Despite increases in concussion education of current athletes by state legislatures,16 the National Collegiate Athletic Association,17 and professional sports leagues,18 and increase in awareness of concussions among the general public as a result of increased media attention, it is unclear whether this shift in understanding of the definition of concussion has disseminated to current and former athletes. Considering that retrospective self-reported concussion history is an extremely important tool for both clinicians and researchers, it is important that both current and former athletes understand the current definition of concussion so that both the athlete and clinician are referring to the same phenomenon when considering concussion history. The current study seeks to evaluate whether current and former athletes are basing their self-reported concussion history on a currently accepted definition of concussion by asking them to report their history unprompted, and then again after hearing a current definition. We hypothesize that, despite increased media attention to sports-related concussion, athletes are unaware of the currently accepted definition of concussion.

Methods

We conducted telephone-based structured interviews as part of a cross-sectional study of former and current athletes participating in the Longitudinal Evaluation to Gain Evidence of Neurodegenerative Disease (LEGEND)15 project at the Boston University Center for the Study of Traumatic Encephalopathy (CSTE). Participants were considered athletes if they had a history of participating in at least one organized sport featuring officiated competition. Participants’ primary sports are reported in Table 1. Interviews were conducted by trained research assistants. Informed consent was provided in accordance with the Boston University School of Medicine Institutional Review Board. All participants volunteered to take part in the study after contacting the CSTE; investigators did not actively recruit subjects for this study. Further discussion of the LEGEND study protocol has been reported elsewhere in the literature.13 Participants were asked to provide an estimate of the number of concussions they had sustained throughout their lives. No guidance or additional information was provided by the interviewer. After participants had provided their estimated number, interviewers read the following definition, based on the Centers for Disease Control’s statement on sports-related concussion and the consensus statement on concussion in sport from

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Primary sport frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary sport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Football*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice hockey*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soccer*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rugby*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basketball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertainment wrestling*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boxing*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amateur wrestling*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equestrian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lacrosse*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Track and field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swimming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cycling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports with two participants*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports with one participant**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** *Sports with two participants: auto racing, motorcycle racing, skiing, softball; 16*Sports with one participant: bowling, cross country running, diving, field hockey, golf, gymnastics, horse jumping, karate, n ice skating, inline skating, martial arts, parachuting, roller hockey, snowboarding, volleyball; “contact sport for purposes of analysis.
the Third International Conference on Concussion in Sport held in Zurich:12

Some people have the misconception that concussions only happen when you black out after a hit to the head or when the symptoms last for a while. But, in reality, a concussion has occurred anytime you have had a blow to the head that caused you to have symptoms for any amount of time. These include: blurred or double vision, seeing stars, sensitivity to light or noise, headache, dizziness or balance problems, nausea, vomiting, trouble sleeping, fatigue, confusion, difficulty remembering, difficulty concentrating, or loss of consciousness. Whenever anyone gets a ding or their bell rung, that too is a concussion.16

Interviewers then prompted participants to again estimate their lifetime number of concussions, but based on the above definition. Since the project was conducted, a more recent consensus statement on concussion in sport has been created, which remains consistent with our definition.13 Baseline and post-definition concussion history estimates were analyzed in PSAW V.20 (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA).

Results
Baseline and post-definition concussion history estimates from 472 athletes (417 males) between the ages of 20 and 85 years (mean 44 years, standard deviation ±14 years) were analyzed. Six participants were excluded due to incomplete data. The data were highly skewed (baseline skewness 18.6, post-definition skewness 15.1), prohibiting the use of parametric statistical techniques. We, therefore, used Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test to determine if there was a statistical difference between the two estimates. The difference between the two estimates was significant (\(z = 15.6, P < 0.001\)). To ensure that the effect was not driven by outliers, we eliminated four records whose baseline or post-definition responses fell three standard deviations above or below their respective means and re-ran the test. The result remained significant (\(z = 15.6, P < 0.001\)). Three hundred and forty-one (341) participants (73%) increased their estimate from baseline to post-definition, while 118 (25%) maintained the same estimate and six (2%) decreased their estimate. To determine the direction and strength of the effect, we compared the median responses from the baseline and post-definition responses. The medians were separated by approximately a factor of 2 (baseline 7, post-definition 15), indicating that the post-definition estimate was approximately twice the baseline.

We further analyzed baseline to post-definition estimates in contact vs non-contact athletes. If a participant listed a contact sport as their primary sport, we categorized them as a contact athlete (see Table 1 for a list of contact sports). We ran Wilcoxon signed-rank tests for contact athletes (\(z = 7.464, P < 0.001\)) and non-contact athletes (\(z = 13.485, P < 0.001\)), suggesting that both contact and non-contact athletes were unaware of the current definition of concussion.

To determine if this effect was driven by the level at which our athletes competed, we split the file into athletes who only competed in high school or below, those who competed in college, and those who competed professionally. We ran additional Wilcoxon signed-rank tests for each group. All were significant, (High school [N=88]: \(z = 6.116, P < 0.001\); College [N=202]: \(z = 10.496, P < 0.001\); Professional [N=143]: \(z = 8.860, P < 0.001\)) suggesting that this was not an effect driven by solely those who competed at higher levels.

Discussion
The current investigation is the first, to our knowledge, to quantify the disparity between athletes’ personal understandings of what a concussion is and a medically accepted definition. Relative to their baseline estimates, our participants reported significantly more concussions after interviewers read a currently accepted definition of concussion. Further, the vast majority of our participants increased their estimates from baseline to post-definition. This pattern remained consistent across levels of competition, and across contact versus non-contact athletes. Our findings indicate that our participants had a different and more exclusionary idea of what a concussion is, possibly due to the fact that during the time when they played organized sports the prevailing definition described concussions as exhibiting more severe symptoms. This effect may have been influenced by demand characteristics, or a tendency of participants to over-report in an attempt to “help” the researchers when asked a second time. It is worth noting, however, that a quarter of the sample did not change their estimate, suggesting that this potential confound was not unilateral.

Our results have important implications in several domains. First, our findings should be considered in the management of sports-related concussions. The current guideline for preseason management of sports-related concussions, according to the American Medical Society for Sports Medicine, relies in part on self-report history of concussion.13 In light of our findings, it is suggested that clinicians provide athletes with a definition of a concussion before querying their concussion histories. Future research could expand on our findings by investigating the effectiveness of providing a definition in different formats.
Our findings also have very important implications in the field of concussion research. Currently, retrospective self-reported concussion history is, in many cases, the only available estimate of lifetime exposure. Several studies have cast doubt on the accuracy of this type of estimate. Kerr et al. examined self-reported concussion histories taken from retired National Football League (NFL) players by survey once in 2001 and again in 2010, to assess how reliable they were over time. Despite using a definition-prompting paradigm similar to our post-definition procedure, they found that these two estimates were only moderately related (Cohen’s k=0.485). Considering the limitations of this metric, it is critical that researchers make efforts to eliminate any known biases in future research. In an unprompted paradigm, participants may estimate their concussion histories using a variety of potential definitions. By systematically providing the same definition to all participants before they estimate, researchers eliminate the variance stemming from differential understanding of concussions and are left only with variability associated with self-report. We strongly recommend that, in future research, all papers both use a definition before collecting self-reported concussion history and report the definition used in the manuscript. Several recent papers have used self-reported concussion history estimates as covariates for neuroimaging findings; however, it is unclear from the published manuscripts what, if any, definition was used to prompt self-reported concussion history. Because of the lack of a reported definition, the validity of these results is called into question.

The importance of this finding is not limited to evaluating the concussion history in those who have experienced concussions: it is also important in helping to confirm a lack of concussion history in those who have not. In our sample of 472 athletes, 17 reported no concussions at baseline. After reading the definition, only four maintained that estimate. This highlights the importance of providing all participants in a research study with a definition of concussion. An investigation that uses self-reported concussion history to define a group as having no history of concussion but fails to provide a definition to control participants runs the risk of inappropriately including participants unaware of their own concussion history.

Our results also have encouraging implications in the arena of concussion education. Our definition took less than 30 seconds to administer over the phone, and it was sufficiently powerful to significantly alter our participants’ estimates of their lifetime exposure. Previous reports have shown that a 30-minute concussion education program administered to young athletes can help them better recognize the symptoms of a concussion. Our results suggest that simply providing a current definition of a concussion to at-risk populations may help increase proper identification of these types of injuries through recognition of concussion symptoms. Future research should aim to assess how robust this education effect is over time, and whether it can have effects comparable to those of more time- and resource-intensive concussion education programs.

This study has several limitations. First, our sample was not recruited from a specific cohort; all participants sought out our center looking for research on the effects of concussions. This could have produced a bias in our sample such that individuals who have suffered more concussions were more likely to participate, or that individuals who knew less about the effects of concussions were more likely to reach out in order to learn more. Future research should seek to assess understanding in a more unbiased sample of athletes. It is worth noting, however, that even individuals who are motivated enough to seek out and participate in concussion-specific research studies do not have a clear understanding of what a concussion is. Our sample is also heavily male. Considering the differences in concussion reporting between male and female athletes, future research should seek to evaluate the understanding of concussion in a female population. Our participants are also predominantly former athletes (mean age 44 years) who played their sports when concussion diagnoses were reserved for injuries with more severe symptoms. Future research could use a paradigm similar to ours in a sample of athletes who are either currently playing or who played recently when the prevailing concussion definition was closer to what it is today. Finally, the majority of our participants played football as their primary sport; it is possible that athletes in other sports could be more or less aware of the definition of concussion relative to our sample. Our finding that both contact and non-contact athletes increased their concussion estimates post-definition suggests that our findings were not solely driven by differences in sport.

In summary, this study indicates that researchers and clinicians cannot assume that athletes have a clear understanding of the definition of concussion. It is necessary, therefore, to prompt athletes with a current definition when asking about their concussion histories. In a research setting, it is also critical that the definition used be reported in the published findings.
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